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a b s t r a c t 

Mining with big data or big data mining has become an active research area. It is very difficult using 

current methodologies and data mining software tools for a single personal computer to efficiently deal 

with very large datasets. The parallel and cloud computing platforms are considered a better solution 

for big data mining. The concept of parallel computing is based on dividing a large problem into smaller 

ones and each of them is carried out by one single processor individually. In addition, these processes are 

performed concurrently in a distributed and parallel manner. There are two common methodologies used 

to tackle the big data problem. The first one is the distributed procedure based on the data parallelism 

paradigm, where a given big dataset can be manually divided into n subsets, and n algorithms are respec- 

tively executed for the corresponding n subsets. The final result can be obtained from a combination of 

the outputs produced by the n algorithms. The second one is the MapReduce based procedure under the 

cloud computing platform. This procedure is composed of the map and reduce processes, in which the 

former performs filtering and sorting and the later performs a summary operation in order to produce 

the final result. In this paper, we aim to compare the performance differences between the distributed 

and MapReduce methodologies over large scale datasets in terms of mining accuracy and efficiency. The 

experiments are based on four large scale datasets, which are used for the data classification problems. 

The results show that the classification performances of the MapReduce based procedure are very stable 

no matter how many computer nodes are used, better than the baseline single machine and distributed 

procedures except for the class imbalance dataset. In addition, the MapReduce procedure requires the 

least computational cost to process these big datasets. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

As a consequence of the popularity and advancement of related

eb and information technology, massive amounts of data are pro-

uced in our daily life. Large volumes of information, petabytes of

ata, are recorded every day. Clearly, the era of big data has arrived

 Mayer-Schonberger and Cukier, 2014 ). In addition to the data size

i.e. volume), big data has other characteristics, such as variety and

elocity. The former means that big data can be composed of a

ide variety of structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data

hereas the latter refers to the requirement of real-time process-

ng and analysis ( Fernandez et al., 2014 ). As a result, big data ana-

ytics by machine learning and data mining techniques has become
∗ Corresponding author. Fax: + 886 3 4254604. 

E-mail address: cftsai@mgt.ncu.edu.tw (C.-F. Tsai). 
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n important research problem ( Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011; Wu

t al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014 ). 

Mining with big data or big data mining is very hard to man-

ge using the current methodologies and data mining software

ools due to their large size and complexity ( Fan and Bifet, 2012 ).

n other words, using a single personal computer (PC) to exe-

ute the data mining task over large scale datasets requires very

igh computational costs. It is necessary to use more powerful

omputing environments to efficiently process and analyze big

ata. 

According to Wu et al. (2014) , the solutions for the problem of

ining large scale datasets can be based on the parallel and cloud

omputing platforms. In principle, parallel computing focuses on

ividing the chosen (large) problem into smaller ones, each of

hich (i.e. calculation) is carried out by one single processor indi-

idually, so that a computation composed of a number of calcula-

ions is performed concurrently in a distributed and parallel man-

er ( Gottlieb and Almasi, 1989 ). This leads to some research issues

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2016.09.007
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jss
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jss.2016.09.007&domain=pdf
mailto:cftsai@mgt.ncu.edu.tw
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2016.09.007
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Fig. 1. Distributed data mining framework ( Park and Kargupta, 2002 ). 
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for distributed data mining ( Zheng et al . , 2012 ) and distributed ma-

chine learning ( Peteiro-Barral and Guijarro-Berdinas, 2013 ). 

Specifically, from the data point of view, the data parallelism

paradigm, called the distributed methodology in this paper, can be

considered for processing large scale datasets. In data parallelism,

the large scale dataset is partitioned among a number of proces-

sors, each of which executes the same computation (or mining al-

gorithm) over a designated partition (or subset) ( Zaki, 20 0 0 ). 

In the literature, the idea of the distributed methodology has

been employed in ensemble classifiers. That is, each classifier is

trained by a portion of a given training set. Then, to classify a new

unknown test case, the test case is input into all of the trained

classifiers, which make these classifiers work in a distributed and

parallel manner. Finally, the classification results produced by these

classifiers are combined via some combination methods, such as

voting and weighted voting, for the final output ( Kittler et al.,

1998 ). 

Recently, cloud computing has further extended the parallelism

principle to effectively manage the utility and consumption of

computing resources over a computer cluster. To handle large scale

dataset problems, the MapReduce computation is usually imple-

mented using Hadoop 

1 , a powerful parallel programing framework

( Dean and Ghemawat, 2010 ). The MapReduce methodology is com-

posed of the map and reduce procedures, in which the former per-

forms filtering and sorting and the latter is a summary operation

in order to produce the final result. There are many related stud-

ies focusing on this methodology for big data mining, such as at-

tribute reduction ( Qian et al., 2015 ), instance selection ( Triguero et

al., 2015 ), and class imbalance ( Lopez et al., 2015 ). 

According to above discussion, big data mining can be effi-

ciently performed via the conventional distributed and MapReduce

methodologies. Both methodologies require a number of proces-

sors (or computer nodes) to execute some mining tasks in a par-

allel manner. One difference between these two methodologies is

the computing resource management. For the conventional dis-

tributed methodology, one can partition a large scale dataset into N

subsets for N computer nodes to perform the mining task. In par-

ticular, each computer node can be managed manually, and each

node is usually set to consume the same computing resources over

each of the N subsets. 

On the other hand, the MapReduce methodology automatically

manages the consumption of the computing resources of differ-

ent computer nodes when handling a large scale dataset. That is,

there is no need to partition the large scale dataset into N subsets.

Only the setting of the number of computer nodes to process the

dataset, the map procedure, is required. However, each node does

not necessarily consume the same computing resources. 

This raises an important research question, which has never

been asked before: Do the distributed and MapReduce method-

ologies perform differently over large scale datasets in terms of

mining accuracy and efficiency? Therefore, the contribution of this

study is to examine the mining performances of the distributed

and MapReduce methodologies over large scale datasets in terms

of classification accuracy and processing times. In addition, as us-

ing more computer nodes does not guarantee efficiency and accu-

racy, because of the related overheads, different numbers of com-

puter nodes will be used for comparison. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

overviews the related literature for distributed and MapReduce-

based data mining. Sections 3 and 4 present the experimental pro-

cedures and results, respectively. Finally, some conclusions are of-
fered in Section 5 . 

1 https://hadoop.apache.org/ 
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. Literature review 

.1. Distributed data mining 

Distributed computing can refer to the use of distributed sys-

ems to solve computational problems. In particular, a problem is

ivided into many tasks, each of which is solved by one or more

omputers (or processors) that run concurrently in parallel. In ad-

ition, each processor can communicate with each other by mes-

age passing ( Coulouris et al., 2011 ). 

In the traditional data mining approach, the data are usually

entralized and a specific algorithm is then chosen to process and

nalyze the data under a single computing platform. However, for a

ig data problem or large scale data mining, this is not so simple,

nd the performing the data mining tasks under the distributed

omputing platform has become an important area of research in-

estigation ( Zaki, 20 0 0; Zheng et al., 2012 ). 

Generally speaking, the objective of distributed data mining is

o perform the data mining tasks based on the distributed re-

ources, including the data, computers, and data mining algorithms

 Park and Kargupta, 2002 ). Fig. 1 shows a general distributed data

ining framework where different data sources may be homoge-

ous and/or heterogeneous. Each data mining algorithm handles

ts corresponding data source under a single computing platform

eading to a local model. Then, these local models are aggregated

n order to generate the final model. 

To solve the big data problems, the data parallelism paradigm

an be considered. Given a large scale dataset D , it can be divided

nto n subsets, denoted as D 1 , D 2 , D 3 , ..... D n , where each subset may

ontain different numbers of data samples and each subset may or

ay not have duplicate data samples. Then, a specific data mining

lgorithm implemented in n local machines (or computer nodes)

ndividually is performed over each subset. Finally, the n mining

esults are combined via one combination component to produce

he final output. 

This distributed approach is different from the traditional one

hat performs the data mining algorithm over D directly on a sin-

le machine. As we can imagine, when the dataset size becomes

ery large, the processing time for the traditional approach greatly

ncreases, but the distributed approach can tackle this large scale

ataset problem in an efficient way. 

In practice, most users usually only have limited computing re-

ources to perform big data mining. One advantage of this ap-

roach is that only a single computer is used to tackle each subset

t a time, and that machine performs the same task for different

ubsets n times, resulting in n different models. The different re-

https://hadoop.apache.org/
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Fig. 2. MapReduce computation procedure ( Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011 ). 
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ults obtained by these different models can then be combined for

he final output. 

However, one limitation of the distributed data mining ap-

roach to the big data problem is the need to manually partition

he chosen data and allocate different computer nodes (or proces-

ors) to perform the mining task over the partitioned subsets. 

.2. MapReduce-based data mining 

The MapReduce framework is implemented in the cloud com-

uting environment. This can be regarded as a new generation of

rogramming system for the parallel processing purposes. In par-

icular, it not only takes advantage of the power of parallelism, but

lso avoids the problem that arises when some independent com-

uter nodes could fail at any time ( Dean and Ghemawat, 2010; Ra-

araman and Ullman, 2011 ). 

MapReduce is usually implemented in an open-source software

ramework, namely Apache Hadoop, for distributed storage and

rocessing over large scale datasets on computer clusters. Apache

adoop consists of a storage part based on the Hadoop Distributed

ile System (HDFS) and a processing part, i.e. MapReduce. There-

ore, MapReduce can be implemented in many large scale compu-

ations, which are tolerant of hardware faults ( Abaker et al., 2015 ).

ig. 2 shows the MapReduce computation procedure. 

The MapReduce framework is based on the following proce-

ures. Given a user-defined map function M , each map function

urns each chunk of input data into a sequence of initial key-value

airs simultaneously in parallel on different local machines. Then,

he map functions process these input data to produce a set of in-

ermediate key-value pairs, which are collected by a master con-

roller. Specifically, all intermediate values are grouped together,

re associated with the same keys and are passed to the same ma-

hines. Next, the user-defined reduce function works on one key

t a time, and combines all the values associated with that key to

roduce a possibly smaller set of values resulting in the final key-

alue pairs as the output. 

The MapReduce framework has been employed to solve many

ig data problems. For example, Triguero et al. (2015) applied the

apReduce concept to solve a data reduction problem, to filter out

nrepresentative data from a given large scale dataset. Qian et al.

2015) proposed a novel hierarchical attribute reduction algorithm

hat used MapReduce to deal with the high dimensionality prob-

em. Lopez et al. (2015) introduced a fuzzy rule based classifica-

ion system based on MapReduce for the class imbalance problem.

n addition, Bi et al. (2015) proposed a novel distributed extreme

earning machine based on MapReduce for efficient learning over

arge scale datasets. 
Despite the success obtained using MapReduce for various big

ata mining applications, there has been no general agreement for

etting the number of mappers, which should be domain problem

ependent. In addition, according to Triguero et al. (2015) , there is

 trade-off between computational cost (i.e. mining efficiency) and

lassification accuracy (mining effectiveness). 

. Big data mining procedures 

The performance obtained using the distributed and MapRe-

uce methodologies over large scale datasets in terms of mining

ccuracy and efficiency is examined by comparing three big data

ining procedures, namely the baseline (centralized), distributed,

nd MapReduce procedures. 

.1. The baseline big data mining procedure 

The baseline procedure for big data mining is performed on a

pecific single machine and the data is centralized for mining pur-

oses. Fig. 3 shows an example of using the support vector ma-

hine (SVM) classification technique for a classification problem

ased dataset. First of all, the 10-fold cross validation strategy is

sed to split the original dataset into 90% for a training set and

0% for a testing set. Then, the training set is used to construct the

VM classifier. Finally, the testing set is fed into the SVM for the

lassification result. 

In this study, the baseline big data mining procedure is exe-

uted on a single PC with the Windows 7 operating system, an

ntel(R) Core (TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, and 16.0 GB RAM. 

.2. The distributed big data mining procedure 

Differing from the baseline procedure, the distributed big data

ining procedure borrows the divide-and-conquer principle where

 given dataset is divided into n subsets for n computer nodes and

he SVM algorithm is implemented in each computer node. In this

tudy, different numbers of computer nodes are compared in order

o figure out the effects of computer nodes on the mining accuracy

nd efficiency. In particular, we set n to range from 10 to 50 with

n interval of 10. 

Fig. 4 shows an example of a distributed big data mining proce-

ure using 5 computer nodes. First, the original dataset is split 90%

nto a training set and 10% into a testing set by the 10-fold cross

alidation strategy. Next, the training set is divided into five non-

uplicated subsets, and each subset is used to train the SVM clas-

ifier, which results in five SVM classifiers constructed individually.

hen, the testing set is fed into the five SVM classifiers simultane-

usly. For each test sample, the five outputs produced by the five

VM classifiers respectively are combined by the majority voting

ombination method for the final classification result. In addition

o classification accuracy, the training and classification times are

easured. 

It should be noted that as discussed in Section 2.1 , we use the

ame computing platform as the baseline to accomplish the dis-

ributed data mining procedure. That is, since the SVM classifier i

rained by training set i ( i = 1–5) is executed on a single computer,

he five different SVM classifiers can be constructed separately us-

ng the same computer. Then, the testing stage and results can be

ombined on one single machine. 

.3. The MapReduce based big data mining procedure 

Fig. 5 shows an example of using five computer nodes to per-

orm big data mining based on the MapReduce framework. In this

tudy, a computer server is used to simulate the cloud computing

nvironment needed to accomplish this procedure. Specifically, the

hp
Highlight
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Fig. 3. Baseline big data mining procedure. 

Fig. 4. Distributed big data mining procedure. 

Fig. 5. MapReduce based big data mining procedure. 

Table 1 

Hardware and software information. 

Manufacturer Dell Inc. 

Model PowerEdge T610 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5620 @ 2.40 GHz 

Host CPU 8 CPUs 

Memory 196.0 GB 

Host operating system VMkernel 

Virtualisation software VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi) 

Number of virtual machines 1 ∼51 (one for the master and the others 

for the workers) 

Guest operating system CentOS 6.5 

Guest CPU Single-Core 

Guest memory 3 .0–4.0 GB 

MapReduce environment Hadoop 2.2.0 

Data mining environment Spark 0.8.1 
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2 http://www.sigkdd.org/kddcup/ 
3 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Covertype 
4 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Localization+Data+for+Person+Activity 
chosen large scale dataset is located in the Hadoop HDFS based on

a master and n virtual machines (i.e. workers or computer nodes)

allocated for the data processing and analysis task, where n is set

at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 for comparison. Table 1 lists the hardware

and software information for the computing environment. 

Unlike the distributed big data mining procedure, each of the

five workers may deal with different portions of the 90% training

set, which is managed by the master automatically. Therefore, the

five workers have different computational complexities during the
ining task. In other words, the distributed based approach fo-

uses on partitioning the dataset per se, whereas the MapReduce

ased approach is used for managing the number of workers. 

. Experiments 

.1. Experimental setup 

To compare the performance of the three different big data

ining procedures, four large scale datasets that cover different

omain problems are used. They are the KDD Cup 

2 2004 (protein

omology prediction) and 2008 (breast cancer prediction), cover-

ype 3 and person activity 4 datasets. Table 2 lists the basic infor-

ation for these four datasets. The former two datasets (i.e. KDD

up 2004 and 2008) belong to 2-class classification problems and

he latter two (i.e. covertype and person activity) are multi-class

lassification problems. 

In addition, each dataset is divided into 90% training and 10%

esting sets based on the 10-fold cross validation strategy ( Kohavi,

995 ), for training and testing the SVM classifier, respectively. The

lassification accuracy of the SVM and the times for training and

http://www.sigkdd.org/kddcup/
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Covertype
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Localization+Data+for+Person+Activity
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Table 2 

Basic information for the four datasets. 

Datasets No. of features No. of samples No. of classes 

Breast cancer 117 102 ,294 2 

Protein homology 74 145 ,751 2 

Covertype 54 581 ,012 7 

Person activity 8 164 ,860 11 

Table 3 

Environmental settings for the three big data mining procedures. 

No. of nodes \ environment Physical environment Virtual environment 

1 Baseline procedure MapReduce 

based 

procedure 

10 Distributed 

procedure 20 

30 

40 

50 

Fig. 6. Classification accuracy of three big data mining procedures over the breast 

cancer dataset. 
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Fig. 7. Classifier training and testing times of the distributed and MapReduce based 

procedures over the breast cancer dataset. 

Fig. 8. Classification accuracy of three big data mining procedures over the protein 

homology dataset. 
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esting the SVM of the three different procedures for evaluation

etrics are examined. Note that the computing environments of

he three procedures are described in Section 3 . 

Table 3 shows the environmental settings of the three proce-

ures for comparison. For the baseline procedure, only one PC is

sed for the big data mining task. The distributed procedure is

ased on dividing the training set into 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 sub-

ets, where one computer node is associated with one specific sub-

et for the classifier training task. On the other hand, the MapRe-

uce based procedure is implemented by a computer sever (c.f.

able 1 ) with the settings of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 virtual ma-

hines (i.e. computer nodes) to train the classifier, respectively. 

.2. Experimental results on two-class classification datasets 

.2.1. Results on the breast cancer dataset 

Fig. 6 shows the classification accuracy of the three big data

ining procedures over the breast cancer dataset. We can see that

he SVM classifier based on the baseline and distributed proce-

ures can provide better performance than the MapReduce process

oes. In particular, the SVM obtained using the baseline and dis-

ributed procedures (based on 10–50 computer nodes) all produce

9.39% accuracy; whereas SVM obtained by the MapReduce based

rocedure only produces around 58% accuracy. 

One reason for the poorer performance of the MapReduce based

rocedure may be because the breast cancer dataset is a class im-

alance dataset with high dimensionalities, in which the dataset

s composed of 99.4% and 0.6% data for the benign and malig-

ant classes, respectively. According to the MapReduce framework,
he SVM classifier cannot be trained effectively to efficiently dis-

inguish between these two classes. 

In contrast, Fig. 7 shows the computational costs of training and

esting the SVM by the distributed and MapReduce based proce-

ures. Note that the baseline procedure is not compared in this

gure because it takes 10,223 s (i.e. nearly 3 h) to accomplish this

ask. 

Regarding Fig. 7 , we can observe that the computational costs

ecrease when the number of computer nodes increases based on

he distributed procedures, but there is no significant reduction

n the processing times using 30–50 computer nodes. Specifically,

nly about 3 min are required when using 50 computer nodes to

rain and test the SVM and this can produce the highest rate of

lassification accuracy (i.e. 99.39%). 

For the MapReduce based procedure, the shortest time, around

 s, comes from a single node. However, increasing the number of

omputer nodes does not decrease the computational cost. 

.2.2. Results on the protein homology dataset 

Fig. 8 shows the classification accuracy of the three big data

ining procedures for the protein homology dataset. The differ-

nces in classification performance between these three proce-

ures are less than 0.12%. When the number of computer nodes

ncreases from 10 to 30, there is a slight degradation in the clas-

ification accuracy of the distributed and MapReduce based proce-

ures. However, both procedures produce similar classification ac-

uracy when using 30–50 computer nodes. 

Fig. 9 shows the SVM training and testing times for the dis-

ributed and MapReduce based procedures. The MapReduce based

rocedure requires the least computational cost, in which using
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Fig. 9. Classifier training and testing times of the distributed and MapReduce based 

procedures over the protein homology dataset. 

Fig. 10. Classification accuracy of three big data mining procedures over the cover- 

type dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Classifier training and testing times of the distributed and MapReduce 

based procedures over the covertype dataset. 

Fig. 12. Classification accuracy of three big data mining procedures over the person 

activity dataset. 
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one visual machine only takes around 6 s to accomplish the task.

With the distributed procedure, similar to the previous results for

the breast cancer dataset, using more computer nodes can reduce

the process times. 

In short, the MapReduce based procedure performs the best

in terms of computational cost. However, it could be sensitive to

class imbalance datasets. One possible solution for this problem

is to consider some re-sampling techniques to balance the train-

ing dataset before the classifier training stage ( Galar et al., 2012 ).

On the other hand, for the distributed procedure, the processing

times can be reduced if more computer nodes are used. However,

the classification accuracy does not suffer significant degradation

by using a large number of computer nodes. Therefore, if one con-

siders both classification accuracy and computational cost, the dis-

tributed procedure based on about 30 computer nodes can be re-

garded as an optimal solution for two-class datasets. 

Moreover, for the memory usage during the classifier training

stage, on average the baseline, distributed (30 nodes), and MapRe-

duce (30 nodes) procedures require 12.7 GB of RAM, 1.2 GB of RAM,

and 0.9 GB of RAM, respectively. This shows that the MapReduce

procedure requires the smallest memory consumption. For the

classifier testing stage, the memory usages of these three proce-

dures are not significantly different, which range from 0.3 to 0.5 GB

of RAM. 

4.3. Experimental results on multi-class classification datasets 

4.3.1. Results on the covertype dataset 

Fig. 10 shows the classification accuracy of the three big data

mining procedures for the covertype dataset. The SVM classifier
ased on the MapReduce based procedure outperforms the base-

ine and distributed procedure, which is different from the previ-

us results. In addition, the classification accuracy is the same, no

atter how many computer nodes are used (i.e. 85.71%). On the

ther hand, the SVM based on the distributed procedure demon-

trates unstable performance when using different numbers of

omputer nodes. 

Fig. 11 shows the computational costs of training and testing

he SVM for the distributed and MapReduce based procedures. In

his dataset, the baseline procedure takes 173,911 s (i.e. around

8 h) while about 1–5 h are required for the distributed proce-

ure during the classifier training and testing steps. However, the

apReduce based procedure requires the least amount of training

nd testing time, especially when 10 computer nodes are used, re-

uiring only 76 s. 

Although the computational costs obtained using different

umbers of computer nodes based on the MapReduce based pro-

edure are similar (i.e. about 1–2 min), the processing times grad-

ally increase when the number of computer nodes increases from

0 to 50. 

These results indicate that increasing the number of computer

odes does not necessarily mean that the processing time can be

educed. This is because in the MapReduce framework using larger

umbers of computer nodes creates a need to allocate the train-

ng set to more workers (i.e. computer nodes) during the computa-

ion. Therefore, more communication between different works are

eeded. 
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Fig. 13. Classifier training and testing times of the distributed and MapReduce 

based procedures over the person activity dataset. 
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.3.2. Results for the person activity dataset 

Fig. 12 shows the classification accuracy of the three big data 

ining procedures over the person activity dataset. We can see

hat when using the distributed procedure the classification ac-

uracy gradually decreases as the number of computer nodes in-

reases. In particular, the degradation in performance is more ob-

ious than with the covertype dataset when more computer nodes

re used. 

In contrast, the MapReduce based procedure allows the SVM

lassifier to produce the highest rate of classification accuracy and

he classification accuracy remains stable no matter how many

omputer nodes are used, at 90.91%. As this dataset is an 11-class

lassification domain problem, which can be regarded as a com-

lex dataset like the covertype dataset, these results demonstrate

he suitability of using the MapReduce based procedure for this

ype of large dataset. 

Fig. 13 shows the computational costs of the distributed and

apReduce based procedures. The baseline procedure takes 542

econds to accomplish this task. In the distributed procedure, as

he number of computer nodes increases, the computational cost

s reduced, but it becomes larger in the MapReduced based pro-

edure. This indicates that there is no need to use a large num-

er of computer nodes in this dataset to ensure classification accu-

acy and processing times. Specifically, one single machine can be

sed in the MapReduce based procedure to make the SVM produce

he highest accuracy rate and require the least processing time, i.e.

1 s. 

The covertype and person activity datasets contain very large

umbers of data samples and they are multi-class classification

omain problems, which are much larger and more complex than

wo-class datasets used in Section 4.2 . For this type of big dataset,

he MapReduce based procedure (by one to ten visual machines) is

he best choice since it can allow the classifier to provide the high-

st rate of classification accuracy and requires the least amount of

rocessing time compared with the baseline and distributed pro-

edures. In other words, the MapReduce based procedure can deal

ith more complex and larger volumes of data more effectively

nd efficiently than the conventional baseline and distributed pro-

edures. This indicates that the MapReduce based procedure is a

etter solution for big data mining, especially when the datasets

ontain some highly complex characteristics, such as a very large

olume of data samples and multi-class classification problems. 

For the memory consumption during the classifier training

tage, on average the baseline, distributed (20 nodes), and MapRe-

uce (20 nodes) procedures require 15.7 GB of RAM, 1.5 GB of RAM,

nd 1.1 GB of RAM, respectively. On the other hand, for the classi-

er testing stage, which is similar to the results of Section 4.2 , the
emory usages of these three procedures require about 0.3–0.5 GB

f RAM. 

.4. Further comparisons 

Data pre-processing is an important step in the knowledge dis-

overy in databases (KDD) process ( Pyle, 1999 ). Thus we further

xamine how performing this data pre-processing step can affect

he performances of these three big data mining procedures. Here,

nstance selection ( García et al., 2012 ) is considered in the data

re-processing step. In particular, the aim of instance selection is

o filter out some noisy data from a given training set leading to

 reduced training set, which is composed of more representative

raining data, to make the classifier training stage more effective

nd efficient. In this experimental study, two instance selection al-

orithms are employed for comparison, DROP3 ( Wilson and Mar-

inez, 20 0 0 ) and the genetic algorithm (GA) ( Cano et al., 2003 ). 

Since the current version of Spark does not provide a built-in

nstance selection module, in order to fairly compare the perfor-

ances of these three procedures for pre-processed big data, each

ataset is first divided into 90% training and 10% testing sets by

0-fold cross validation. Then, instance selection is performed over

he training dataset in the baseline computing environment. Next,

he reduced training dataset is used to replace the original training

et in the baseline, distributed, and MapReduce based procedures,

espectively (c.f. Figs. 3–5 ). The classification results obtained com-

ining DROP3 and GA with the three procedures over the four cho-

en datasets are shown in Figs. 14–17 , respectively. 

These results are consistent with the previous ones obtained

ith the MapReduce based procedure does not perform well in the

lass imbalance dataset (i.e. the breast cancer dataset) despite a

umber of noisy data being removed. Using the other datasets, the

apReduce based procedure performs significantly better than the

aseline and distributed procedures and it can provide the same or

ery similar performance no matter how many computer nodes are

sed. Specifically, the differences in performance when using 1–50

omputer nodes obtained via the MapReduce based procedure are

ess than 0.2% for DROP3 and 0.5% for GA over the protein homol-

gy dataset. 

On the other hand, using different instance selection algorithms

s likely to affect the performance of the big data mining pro-

edures. For example, the distributed and MapRedcue based pro-

edures combined with GA outperform the ones combined with

ROP3 for the person activity and breast cancer datasets, respec-

ively. However, the MapReduce based procedure combined with

ROP3 performs slightly better than the one combined with GA

or the protein homology dataset. 

. Conclusion 

Big data mining can be tackled efficiently under a parallel com-

uting environment. In general, two different methodologies can

e employed. The first one is based on the distributed procedure,

hich focuses on the data parallelism principle to manually divide

 given large scale dataset into a number of subsets, each of which

s handled by one specific learning model implemented on one sin-

le machine. The final result is obtained by combining the outputs

enerated by the learning models. The second is the MapReduce

ased procedure, which is based on the map and reduce process

here the number of maps can be user-defined, but are all con-

rolled by a master to automatically manage the utility and con-

umption of computing resources for a computer cluster. Then, the

educe function combines the outputs of the maps for the final re-

ult. 

The aim of this paper is to examine the mining performance

nd efficiency of the distributed and MapReduce based procedures
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Fig. 14. Classification performances obtained combining DROP3/GA with the three procedures over the breast cancer dataset. 

Fig. 15. Classification performances obtained combining DROP3/GA with the three procedures over the protein homology dataset. 

Fig. 16. Classification performances obtained combining DROP3/GA with the three procedures over the covertype dataset. 
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over big data problems. Our experimental results based on four

large scale datasets show that the MapReduce based procedure

performs very stably in terms of mining accuracy no matter how

many computer nodes are used and it can allow the SVM clas-

sifier to provide the highest rate of classification accuracy with

the exception of the class imbalance dataset. In addition, the least

amount of processing time is required for training and testing

the SVM, although increasing the number of computer nodes may
lightly increase the processing times. It is found that using one to

en computer nodes is the better choice. 

For the distributed procedure, when the number of computer

odes increases, the classification accuracy gradually decreases.

owever, the processing time shows the opposite result. In other

ords, it displays more partitions from the original dataset, mean-

ng that each partition becomes smaller, and thus the processing

ime for each computer node is reduced. On the other hand, a
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Fig. 17. Classification performances obtained combining DROP3/GA with the three procedures over the person activity dataset. 
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earning algorithm that only uses a small portion of the training

ata can make it perform worse. In short, in the distributed proce-

ure there is a trade-off between the processing time and classi-

cation accuracy, but this is not obvious in the MapReduce based

rocedure. 

Several issues can be considered in future work. First, more

arge scale datasets containing various amount of data samples,

ifferent numbers of features (i.e. dimensionalities), and differ-

nt feature types including categorical, numerical, and mixed data

ypes can be used for further comparisons. Second, in addition to

onstructing the SVM classifier, the performances of using other

lassification techniques under the three different procedures can

e examined. Last but not least, it would be useful to investigate

he effect of using different computing hardware environments on

he three different procedures. 
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